Job prospects for 77 graduates
CCNS — For graduates of the
Class of 1977 prospects of
unemployment are considerably
less than they were for last year's
college graduates. From all
indications, graduating students
will have a 12 per cent better
chance of finding a job than did
the Class of 1976.
Several reports issued recently
support the conclusion that job
prospects are brighter this year:

A College Placement Council
survey of more than 600 em
ployers in business and gover
nment revealed that they plan to
hire 12 percent more new college
graduates this year than last,
after two straight years of
decline.
Michigan State University
Placement Director John D.
Shingleton found planned in
creases in hiring of five to 15

percent. He said recruiting visits
at Michigan State are up 17
percent this fall, according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Also according
to the
Chronicle, Frank S. Endicott,
retired placement director and
ermeritus professor of education
at Northwestern University,
found an increase of 16 percent in
the hiring projectred by 215 non
government employers in

Interterm in Europe
by Mike Reger
On a cold, eerie night in the old
English town of Bladon, ten
adventurous Americans wound
carefully up an old cobble-stone
path venturing to a destiny
unknown. As the journey con
tinued, they began passing old
Tudor-style thatched-roof homes
with broken down fences and
dark windows. The sky was clear
with the stars and moon shining
down to give a shadowy effect
around the buildings and trees.
There was a slight, chilling
breeze moving through the
branches that left an empty, icy
feeling in the adventurer's tones.
"At a point, the path branched
in two with one side of it leading
through a creaky gate to an old
Gothic churchyard. As the ex
plorers fumbled through the
passage a silence grasped tfcsm.
The tall, stone belltower seemed
to warn them away, to tell them
that they weren't welcome in the
graveyard that surrounded the
church. The old crumbling
gravestones shadowed the feet of
the intruders as they began
looking for the thing that they had

traveled so far to see. Suddenly a examinations. The passing ratio
shrill female voice gasped, "This for these tests is about 50 failures
is it!" The other members per one passing.
hurried over to the site. One of
Besides our time in London we
the men began feeling around on have also travelled into the
the damp,eroded soil. In a short northwestern sector of England
time he felt cold marble and then to the towns of Oxford and
with the abruptness of a thief in Stratford. Oxford, is of course,
the night he felt a leg-a human the home of Oxford University,
leg! Urgently he flipped on his the older college in England. At
penlight to reveal a gargoyle-like Stratford we viewed the birth
face-it was Mark Rutzen, a place of William Shakespeare as
member of the group who had ^well as the town itself. We
gone ahead to hide and scare the • especially liked this section
rest of the group."
because it exemplified the old
This is just one of the ad England architecture that we
ventures that the interterm-in- have become acquainted with in
Europe group from Taylor has America.
enjoyed. At this writing we have
As I finish writing this we are
experienced the English ways of approaching the English channel
life to the fullest extent by living ferry that will carry us to France
with families in the small town of where we will visit through Paris
Blackfen.
and Tours. From France we will
There is a much different way go to Germany and Switzerland.
We are learning to appreciate
of life here in that very little is
the
good food at the Taylor
wasted and the houses are much
smaller than the average Dining commons since the
American home. It is somewhat cuisine here leaves a lot to be
desired.
difficult to obtain a high level of
education here because for a
student to go on to high school he
must pass a series of rigorous
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business and industry.
For liberal arts graduates
these job prospects are especially
heartening after a drop in
demand for the past five years,
although the increase in demand - eight percent - - is slightly less
than the overall increase.
However, College Placement
Council warned, "While many
employers commented that 197677 possibly could be the best
recruiting year in the last four or
five, they cautioned that hiring
will remain selective. Topquality candidates may have a
number of offers from which to
choose, while less qualified
candidates will still have dif
ficulty finding jobs."
This may be the biggest
problem among liberal arts
graduates. Since about 40 percent
of the nation's college students
will graduate with a liberal arts
degree, competition for available
jobs will be tough. The
impact of the eight percent in
crease in hiring liberal arts
graduates will be minimal in
terms of actual numbers because
the market has been so depressed
in recent years, according to
College Placement Council.
The greatest hiring increase
will come in the private sector,
with an estimated 16 percent
jump over last year. The greatest
drop will be in local and state
agencies which project a nine

percent decrease in hiring.
President-elect Jimmy Car
ter's war on unemployment is not
expected to begin at home, with
little or no increase in hiring
among Federal government
offices and agencies.
Among the private employers,
the glass-paper-packaging
companies forecast the greatest
hiring surge - - up 54 percent. Tire
and rubber and aerospaceelectronics-instrument firms all
predict increases of 41 to 47
percent. Next are building
materials manufacturersconstruction, metals, petroleum,
and nonprofit and educational
institutions with increases of 20
percent predicted.
Once again, engineering
graduates will be in the most
demand this year, followed by
"science-math-other technical"
majors - - particularly students of
metallurgy
and
geology.
Although business graduates
show the lowest increase in
demand, M.B.A. graduates are
predicted to have a 17 percent
jump in job offers.
According to Mr. Shingleton of
Michigan State, the improved job
market has not been reflected in
increased salaries. He said
salaries are up four percent
overall, six percent in business
and technical fields, four percent
in education, and two to three
percent in liberal arts and social
sciences.

Ollie Hubbard and Alex Montgomery, professors in the CTA and Music Depart
ments, peruse the script for the musical fantasy BRIGADOON which they will cocH-ect February 10 and 11 in the Chapel-Auditorium. Thirty-five people have been
chosen to complete the chorus and cast for the musical and a 20-piece orchestra will
provide musical accompaniment.

School enrollment
The Nation's colleges and
universities experienced only
marginal increases in enrollment
for fall 1976 over the preceding
fall, according to preliminary
estimates released by Marie D.
Eldridge, Administrator of
HEW's National Center for
Education Statistics. The
estimated 1976 figure of 11,337,000
- - which represents a 0.4 percent
gain - - is in sharp contrast with
earlier predictions that ran as
high as 4.5 percent.
Although enrollments in 2-year
institutions rose by about 2.1
percent to a total of 4,086,000,
slight declines occurred at
universities (down 1.0 percent to
2,836,000) and at other 4-year
institutions (down 0.2 percent to
4,415,000).

Privately
controlled
in
stitutions, with a 1.9 percent
enrollment gain, outpaced public
institutions (except at the
university level, which held about
even).
These early estimates, based
on a sample of instutitional
responses, represent numbers of
students without regard to full or
part-time basis. They are being
released in response to requests
by the higher education com
munity. More detailed in
formation will be available at the
end of January.
Further information about the
preliminary
estimates
is
available from the National
Center for Education Statistics,
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20202.
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star awards

MUSIC
Forward - Rick Barry, Golden
Soul Music:
State Warriors
1st Place - Stevie Wonder,
Guard - Hobart Smith,
Motown Records
Lucasville State Penitentiary
Runner-up - Leroy Cobbler,
Football:
Acme Shoe Repair
College Running Back - Tony
Acid Rock:
1st Place - John Lennon, Apple Dorsett, Pittsburgh Panthers
Defensive Line - Ross Browner,
Records
Runner-up - A.J. Anglin, Notre Dame Fighting Irish
CCNS — George Gallup, who Chemistry Prof
Offensive Line - "You've got
usually spends his time taking
bad breath."
(Rock & Roll:)
the pulse of the nation through his
Pro Running Back - 0. J.
1st Place - Johnny Winter,
polls, has taken on a new cause. Columbia Records
Simpson, Buffaloe Bills
Gallup has proposed a com
Place Kicker - (tie) Bob
Runner-up - Pete Carlson,
pulsory one-year nationwide KatelLtd.
Thomas, Chicago Bears & Earl
service program for all 18-yearMann, Oakland Raiders
Rock:
olds.
Defensive Line- "No I don't."
1st Place - Steely Dan,
Speaking at the University of Enterprise Records
TELEVISION
California at Davis, Gallup's
Runner-up - Leroy's Keepsake
Medicine:
proposal was greeted with a Diamonds, Inc.
1st
Place
Marcus Welby, MD
"decidedly mixed" response,
Easy Listening:
Runner-up - Dr. Gueverra
according to the College Press
1st Place - The Captain and
Soap Opera:
Service. But Gallup believes the Tenielle
1st Place - Mary Hartman
service program would serve as a
Runner-up - Jay McCracken
frontal attack on social in slept through every class in 4, Mary Hartman
Runner-up
justices.
excuse me, 5 years.
Taylor
Dating Taylor Dating
Gallup explained, "All 18-yearSPORTS
Situation
Comedy:
olds would be in a military or
Tennis:
1st Place-MASH
Peace Corps related field for one
Chris Evert - Women's Singles
Runner-up - Taylor Dating
year. It would serve as part of
Jimmy Connors - Men's Singles Taylor Dating
their education for the real world,
Renee Richards - Mixed
Family Hour:
training for the real world."
Singles
1st Place-The Walton's
Gallup believes President-elect
Baseball:
Runner-up - Charlie's Angels
Jimmy Carter should "awaken
Batting Ave. Bill Madlock,
Game Shows:
America's sleeping giant, Chicago Cubs; .339
1st Place - $25,000 Pyramid
national service." He says that
RBI's - George Foster, Cin
Runner-up - Taylor Dating
according to his polls, a large cinnati Reds; 121
Taylor Dating
majority of young people favor
Hits - Dominique Luciani,
Talk Show:
his proposal.
Chicago Mob; 32
1st Place - (tie) Tom Brocaw,
Basketball:
Today, Johnny Carson, Tonight,
Center - Dave Cowens, Boston Tom Snider, Tomorrow
Celtics
Runner-up - The Beatles,
"Yesterday"

Poll results:

First thoughts

Mandatory
service

I have often wondered at the purpose of setting
up ideals that are humanly impossible to
reach. They seem to bring nothing but feelings of
failure . . .of never quite making it. Today's
society is feeling the results of a "love thyself"
psychology. Self-satisfaction, self-awareness,
and self-acceptance have become more than just
words being thrown about by psychologists; they
are part of American culture. "Accept me as I
am!" is the American cry. Ideals have been
forgotten, bringing only feelings of rejection . . .
of unfulfillment.
As Neil and I accepted the job of editors of
THE ECHO, we set up ideals for the paper. I
realized we were setting goals we could never
fully reach, and the old question came to me,
"Why frustrate ourselves with unattainable
ideals?" But in putting out a paper for our
readers, I knew we wanted to put out our best.
The ideals we set up were not something we
would reach, but something to guide us as we
strive to do our best.

The ECHO welcomes "Letters to the
Editors" but requests that they meet the
specifications of the Echo. All letters must
be typed, using triple spacing and on only
one side of the paper. In addition letters
should be limited to 150 words; this limit is
set simply because there is usually not
room to print long letters. However, on
occasion when there is space enough to
print longer letters, others may be in
cluded.
Editors
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and vacations by the Echo
staff, Taylor University,
Upland.
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Artists receive awards
The Honorable Otis R. Bowen,
M.D., Governor and the Indiana
Arts Commission will honor four
people who have made out
standing contributions to the arts
on February 9 at the Capitol
Building in the Rotunda area.
The awards start at 1:30 o'clock.
Everyone interested in the arts is
invited.
Honoring individuals who have
made significant contributions to
the world-at-large started in 1973,
and is a biennial event. Notable
among those honored in the past
are: Robert Indiana, sculptor;
Janet Flanner, author; Eli Lilly,
philanthropist; and John Eaton,
composer.
Mrs. J. Irwin Miller, Chairman

of the Indiana Arts Commission,
will welcome those ensembled.
Recipients of the 1977 Award
are: Jane Blaffer Owen, wellknown philanthropist who is the
moving force behind the
restoration of New Harmony;
Nathaniel Alexander Owings,
nationally known architect and
engineer; Dr. Herman B. Wells,
Indiana educator and President
of Indiana University for twentyfive years; and Jessamyn West,
novelist who weaves fragments
of Indiana into her writings. The
awards will be presented by
Indiana Senators Robert J. Fair
and Martin K. Edwards plus
Representatives Kermit 0.
Burrous and Michael K. Phillips.

Attending the ceremony will be
members of
the Indiana
Advocates for the Arts and the
Indiana State elgislators.
A concert by the Indiana
Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by John Nelson will precede the
ceremony.
On display will be two art
exhibits from the Indianapolis
Museum of Art: a piece of
sculpture "Indian Hunter" by
Paul Manship and an "ArtDeco"
slide show.
The Award plaques are the
commissioned work of craftsman
Scott Frankenberger, Bat
tleground, Indiana.

Senior art exhibit
Tom Gross, a senior Art major,
currently has his work on display
in the Chronicle-Tribune Gallery
"in the Art Building. The display
will Be running through the 29th
of this month. Photography,
Drawing, and Printmaking make

up most of his exhibit. "Creating
and Expression are my two goals
in art," said Gross. He will
graduate "(finally)" this May
and plans to teach in southern
Ohio next fall. He also hopes to
continue his education by seeking
a Masters in Photography.

EXPRESSION

Passover
HAIKU
by kathy pickett
Watch Out he'll get you
Mister Frost Bite has bitten
ten people so far

ESSAY

On the Effects
Of Being Honest
Interterm is fun
by KentRhodehamel
so I have been told by some
i assure you that im quite in
who take bean bag 1.
sane no dont stop reading you
must try to understand well i
No, I'm not going
have this problem this morning i
it's a couples thing you see
looked into the mirror and saw
I can't, I'm a girl.
dark gable not myself frankly
my dear i dont give a damn okay
Gotolndy for
youve said it and meant it thats
a little Entertainment
the problem yesterday i was t s
"The
Tempest"
a eliot the day before c s lewis and
S h a k e s p e a r e a n r o m a n t i c before that i was merlin what if
comedy, with Margaret Whitton, tomorrow im scarlet ohara renee
David Chandler and Randel Duk richards or even n g williams god
Kim. Opening Friday 21, at forbid!
Indiana Repertory Theater.
not fair the rest of you have a
Barry Manilow - Indianapolis choice joe is redford everyday
Convention Center - Saturday 22.
jane is farrah tim is snoopy and
Debbie Reynolds will bring her mary is herself i have no control
Broadway show to Clowes Hall all the beautiful people are eating
Friday and Saturday 21 and 22.
at the banquet while the slugs are
The Imperials with The prey to the hedgehog now that ive
Brothers Indianapolis Con scared you enough to say that
vention Center - Friday 8:00 p.m. youd like to help i should warn
"Play it Again Sam" Beef 'n'
Boards Dinner Theatre. A Woody
Allen Comedy. Playing thru
February 6.
A1 Stewart - Indiana Theatre,
Saturday, Feb. 5 8 p.m.

Moore's
Foodland
welcomes Tavior students
hungry or otherwise

\

you IT'S A LIFETIME COM
MITMENT!!! oh okay well if you
have to wash your hair i guess its
alright maybe another time?
ill listen
oh thanks mom it started first
semester i was having dinner in
my refrigerator when someone
threw it out a window i must
admit that i was quite mad where
are you going mom yes i guess it
does need washing i guess im still
quite mad.
my god im deaf dumb and blind
im tommy dont panic there must
be a solution maybe if i smash the
mirror ill be cured of mine in
firmities CRASH!!! there ive
done it im a new man I'M
FREE!!!
why is everyone backing away
im cleansed i assure you that im
quite sane oh yes i forgot i see
well seven years isnt that long
come back and see me when my
luck turns.

Outside a fog quietly stole
through the streets - Knocking at each door it met;
Not actually knocking,
But screaming through each
keyhole,
Clawing imperceptibly at the
lintel,
Crying to the hinges:
Waiting, always waiting;
Not really waiting,
But enduring each moment,
Loitering at the doorstep - Knocking and waiting for the
door to open
Just a crack, with uncertain
Frightened eyes looking at the
face of death.
Inside uncertain hearts quiver
in fear and despair
Knowing full well the Angel of

|

Death
Will stop at their door.
Knocking and waiting
For the tiniest crack He will
steal in
Darkly and boldly taking his
rightful bounty.
As silent as a fog, Death will
steal away...
Inside prayers of thanksgiving
and joy go out
Knowing full well the Blood of
the Lamb
Has saved them. The smell of
that Blood
Drives Death from the door
step;
The fog will pass leaving the
house unmolested.
Kent Rhodehamel

Patronize

Advert izers

THE ALMOST FREE SAMPLE!
THE LEADING EDGE is a new Christian monthly
newsletter jam-packed with what's happening
in the secular world of books, t.v., music,
literature and much more. All analyzed from
a Biblical perspective. $10/yr. o r 2 f o r
a sample issue. Writes THE LEADING EDGE,
P.C. Box 749b, Mercer Island, W'a. 98040
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Trojans defeated by Marion
By Marianne Carter
Resuming a hardcourt rivalry,
that for the two previous
meetings
showed
Taylor
University's Women's Basketball
Team winning over Marion
College by one-point margins, the
host Titans took a revenging type
victory, 74-69 in this year's
confrontation on January 11th.
Coach Bea Gorton made her
debut as the Taylor coach. Coach
Gorton was previously the head
coach at Indiana University for
the past five seasons.
Penetration by Marion's of
fense in the opening minutes on
Taylor's man-to-man defense
resulted in the Trojans falling
behind 23-15 in the first 12
minutes. After that Taylor
switched to a zone defense that
appeared to be the key in stop
ping the Marion offense.
Moments into the later half of
t.ie period, Senior Melissa
Thompson, who had sparked a
scoring drive with 8 points,
suffered a slight knee injury and
was sidelined for most of the
remainder of the contest.
Marion's defense pressured the
TU offense in the final moments
of the period. By double teaming
Center Sarah Lynn Crouse, a 6'0"
junior, the Titans forced the
Taylor pattern-ball to break
down. The period ended with
Marion on top 36-29.
In the second half, failure by
the Marion team members to

register, resulted in 5 technicals.
Kimball Johnson went to the line
and sank all 5 shots to make the
score 36-34. The unexpected turn
of events seemed to give Taylor
the mental edge in the beginning
of the second half. The Trojans
began to use their running game.
Seemingly
enjoying
a
relatively comfortable lead, the
Trojans let down on the running
offense and this factor gave
Marion the momentum they had
lacked. For three minutes the
Taylor ladies hit a dry spell in
shooting and rebounding, while
Marion scored 6 unanswered
points, closing the gap to 58-62.
Marion's Susan Curless took
advantage of Crouse's fifth foul,
to connect on two from the line,
thus binding the score at 64.
Marion forced the Taylor offense
into mistakes, but Taylor held a
slight 66-64 edge.
With under two minutes
remaining, Sue Herbster hit a
field goal, just before she drew
her fifth foul. With intense
pressure on and Tavlor's two
tallest players out of the line-up,
Coach Gorton turned to freshmen
Cleone Heebner and Debby
Frierson to take on the bask
under the boards. Heebner and
Frierson put forth a fine effort,
but Marion continued to
dominate in the final seconds by
scoring 8 straight points. With :12
seconds left Heebner took the
front of a 1-1 to bring the Trojans
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"Everyone ran well. I was
within 3 points at 69-72. At :07
remaining Marion's Curless sank quite pleased and think this was a
a 12 ft. jump shot to knot the final real bright spot. On a couple
steals we had 2 or 3 players down
mark at 74-69.
Kimball Johnson played an the court on a fast break. We saw
extraordinary game. Coming off we can do it. And we are going to
the bench after seeing little ac work on the running game so that
tion in the 1st half, Johnson it can be used the whole game."
"Mistakes were made, but we
(recovering from a leg injury
early in the season) connected on learned a lot about individual and
10 of 12 free throws and four field team defense. On defense, we
goals for a top mark of 18 points. need to work more as a unit. In
Johnson also added a needed defense we need to be more
defensive push that helped to aggressive and ready to go to the
keep the Trojans in the game basket instead of waiting for
openings."
early in the half.
"Sarah Lynn was really steady
Coach Gorton commented: "I
felt that we played a good ball offensively. She was feeding and
club. We did somethings well, but had control of the ball even
there were some areas of though she was double teamed."
"Kimball's free throws gave us
fensively as well as defensively
that gave us trouble. We need to the lift that kept us in the game."
When asked about the new
be more consistent, and be able to
play under pressure and still comers to the team Coach Gorton
control the game. We did learn a offered these comments, "Kris
lot in various areas. I have to give Heinsman did some nice things
credit to Marion for the pressure when she was in. Cleone is getting
they put on. It will take time and to work inside, which is a position
Sue Herbster scores two as experience with this type of play
that she did not play in high
women defeat Anderson College.
to be able to be more consistent school. Debby and Sue gave us
against teams like Marion."
good help when we needed it."
Herbster, a junior, is out for the
team for the first time. She was a
starter for the team and the
second leading scorer with 15
points."
Coach Gorton continued
Coach Tom Jarman led his totally destroying Findlay
saying,
"There isn't anything
Trojan wrestling team suc College 56-0 and Huntington
cessfully through a double dual College 42-3. A perfect score in experience can't do to make a
and a triple dual meet last week. wrestling is 60-0, ten straight player better. The more they
This raised the TU dual meet pins. Taylor was only four points play, the more talent they will
record to 8-0. The Trojans proved from perfection in decking the possess. Terri Pede did an ex
that they deserved their national Findlay Oilers.Tom Carpenter cellent job as guard. She is a fine
ranking of number 10 (NAIA) by had the distinction of being the player and plays both ends of the
only TU wrestler to lose. He lost court."
The Trojans go into tomorrow's
11-10 on a questionable call by the
game
against visiting Marshall
referee right at the buzzer.
T r a i l i n g T r o j a n s ? Last week-end at Wright State University at 1:00 p.m. in the
University the Trojans decked gym. The squad recently
Reading newsDaoers and
three NCAA schools; Indiana scrimmaged the cross country
shouting "Who's he?" along with
Central, 25-19; Ohio Northern, 22- team and showed improvement
basic mathematics when the
21; and the host, 23-17. Bob Pew in all areas, even though they
opposition is at the charity stripe,
gave Taylor a great upset by were beaten by a ten point
margin.
hasn't seemed to inspire a prepinning Larry McClure, the
Christmas 7-1 Trojan team
Wright State captain. Glenn
during the Arctic month of
Guerin and Drew Whitfiend won
January. It seems a little of the
all three of their matches.
sub-zero weather has rubbed off
Recently
eligible
Dave
as the Trojans have dropped
Ruegseggar and Jay Tyree
seven of their last eight ball
proved that they will be helpful
games despite several good
additions for the remainder of the
Tim Dreyer is a 6'5", 220 lb.
chorus' of "a-lean, a-lean, a- season.
Freshman
from
Bluffton,
lean."
It appears that this year's team Indiana. He is back-up center for
Despite the recent losing
had more depth than any other in the 1976-77 Trojan basketball
streak, Taylor is still 4-3 in the
the recent past. Perhaps this team. He is currently residing
conference (which they last won
team doesn't have the individual with the "Brotherhood."
in 1958) and with eight conference superstars as did last year's
Q. What are your personal
games left (not counting last
team, but it is certainly stronger team goals?
Tuesday's game with Anderson), overall considering the quality of
A. "To win the conference and
they could possibly walk away wrestlers not in the starting to make the NAIA "playoffs."
with the conference crown.
team. Coach Jarman has been
Q. How do you find small
Maybe the Frisbee holds the using many of these wrestlers college basketball compared to
secret to Taylor's success! It was during the dual meets, though in your sectional championship high
present in three of four of most tournaments only one school team last year?
Taylor's home victories before it wrestler for each weight class is
A. "It's a lot more physical.
was politely ripped off after the eligible. This week-end the team Also you compete against better
Manchester slaughter. This is wrestling at the prestigious all-around individual players.
reporter finds fan support as a Anderson Invitational. Two And the floor is longer."
number 1 contributing factor to excellent Wisconsin state schools
Q. What can the team do to
the success of a ball club. On will be there. It will definitely be improve after a three game
January 12 the Trojans were worth a drive to Anderson for losing streak?
greeted with our own newspaper another showdown between
A. "Try to become more of a
gas as they dropped a 104-91 Taylor's All-Everything Glenn team than five individuals on the
decision to the Findlay Oilers, Guerin and Anderson's Doug court. It's our responsibility as
who with much fan support Stall, also Ail-American at 126 the players to develop a good
seemed to enjoy their smell of lbs. last year.
team attitude."
victory.
Coach Jarman will be scouting
Q. What personal goals do you
The Findlay club and Earlam the Intramural championship in have as a future varsity ball
College have yet to set foot on an attempt to find some hidden player?
Trojan tartan this year. Let's talent. Two years ago the team
A. "To work out and dedicate
give 'em a night to remember as picked up Dwight Lubansky, who myself a lot more during the off
we combine efforts toward a went on to wrestle for TU the rest season."
conference championship and a of the season including the
Q. Do you sharpen your
playoff berth.
conference meet.
elbows?
Tom Gross
Jay McCracken
A "Only as a last resort."

Matmen sweep

Dreyer
Interviewed

"Birthday Boy" Steve Smithley works on the three-point play
in the 86-65 defeat of Anderson. Smithly shared high point honors
at twenty-four with Phil Price.

